only 20% of 12th graders scored at or above a proficient level in geography on the 2010 National Assessment of Educational Progress exam (the latest exam to measure these students in this field), the largest representative national assessment of student academic capacity (National Assessment of Educational Progress, 2010), lower than in the two previous examinations. This is the second lowest level of proficiency of all subjects tested, indicating that students have a significant deficiency in geographic knowledge that almost certainly follows them to college. Google My Maps-based activities therefore allow students to gain what they both lack and need.

Google My Maps-based projects also allow students to have what Lombardi (200ϳ) describes as authentic learning experiences—using a software tool and digital skills they will use in their real and professional lives to create a resource that will be used outside the classroom. Education research suggests that students engaged in authentic learning have higher levels of perseverance, satisfaction, and success (Lombardi, 200ϳ). In the context of authentic learning, Google My Maps’ ability to allow users to change who can access or contribute to a given map at will provides an additional element of safety. Since teachers can choose when and how students can contribute to a given map project, and when and to what degree the final project will be made available to the public, they can ensure that student work is only presented to broader audiences when it is ready for the public. Students also have the ability to continue to improve (or remove) their work after the completion of their project, and share it with potentially interested parties. For example, in Spring 201ϳ, two of my students presented their projects at national conferences, and one used his to win a post-graduation job.

Designing Google My Maps Projects: Guidelines

Google My Maps is a free and versatile tool that enables the creation of engaging class projects that help students learn skills that are vital in the modern age. However, with all tools, faculty members should take care when designing a project around

Value to Students

Integrating Google My Maps into the classroom can develop students’ ability to utilize maps and special technologies. These skills are becoming increasingly vital to classroom and life success in all fields (Bednarz, Acheson, & Bednarz, 2006). However,
the software. First, teachers should design a project that benefits from Google My Maps’ geographic information and interactive interface. For example, while a heat map of access to health and child care might well be an excellent use of the Google My Maps interface, an analysis of universal best practices in childcare probably would not be. Second, teachers should give students (and themselves) access to an online Google My Maps tutorial and ample time to practice using it; teachers must not assume that students already have command over Google My Maps or any digital tool (Watson & Pecchioni, 2011). Finally, teachers should take care when assessing student contributions to public maps, with a particular focus on plagiarism and acceptable discourse. If an individual student project is beneath the standards of the school, the teacher may have to request that the student redo the project before the class’s creation is made public, or in extreme cases prevent public access to unacceptable student contributions. However, in my experience, such problems are extremely rare.

**Google My Maps Functions**

Google My Maps has four basic tools, each of which can be adapted for pedagogical purposes, either individually or in concert: *layers*, *polygons*, *markers*, and *measurements*. I have largely limited myself to *markers* in my student projects, although I plan to utilize more tools in the future. Below is a brief description of each tool and some of its potential educational functions:

- **Layers** create different maps that can be viewed or edited together or in isolation. This is useful for differentiating between different students work or if there is pedagogical value from overlaying different sets of geographic information (i.e. the borders of nations and empires in different eras).

- **Polygons** allow for the creation of shapes on the map. Once the polygon is completed, Google My Maps allows for the coloration and shading of the polygon and provides a marker in which one may include information or a link to outside media. This can be used to create heat maps and infographics that illustrate a wide variety of geographic and cultural information, such as the prevalence of food deserts in a given community.

- **Markers** place an icon on the map. Google provides a number of variant icons that can be used to signal information, and each icon has a space for providing additional information or links to outside resources. This is the most versatile Google My Maps tool for educational purposes. A Google My Maps resource can use the shapes and colors of the markers to provide information and/or organize the entries, and the entry space allows students to add written material, images, or external links to the resource. The information provided in these markers, and the markers Google My Maps automatically creates when a polygon or line is made, provides the easiest space for students to showcase their skills and course knowledge.

- **The Measurement** tool allows for the measuring of distance between points on the map. However, not all information accessed this way stays permanently on the site, so they may function better as parts of student assignments than as an element of a final, public Google My Maps project.

**Conclusion**

Google My Maps provides teachers with a free and comparatively simple way to help students build their knowledge in geography, integrating with geographic software and digital publication while engaging deeply with course materials. While adapting the tool to your course will take time and creativity, the potential rewards are more than worth the effort.
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